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Assessment of thermodynamic models for the design, analysis and
optimisation of gas liquefaction systems

Tuong-Van Nguyena,∗, Brian Elmegaarda

aSection of Thermal Energy, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Technical University of Denmark,
Building 403, Nils Koppels Allé, 2800 Kongens Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract

Natural gas liquefaction systems are based on refrigeration cycles – they consist of the same operations
such as heat exchange, compression and expansion, but they have different layouts, components and working
fluids. The design of these systems requires a preliminary simulation and evaluation of their performance.
However, the thermodynamic models used for this purpose are characterized by different mathematical
formulations, ranges of application and levels of accuracy. This may lead to inconsistent results when
estimating hydrocarbon properties and assessing the efficiency of a given process. This paper presents
a thorough comparison of six equations of state widely used in the academia and industry, including the
GERG-2008 model, which has recently been adopted as an ISO standard for natural gases. These models are
used to (i) estimate the thermophysical properties of a Danish natural gas, (ii) simulate, and (iii) optimize
liquefaction systems. Three case studies are considered: a cascade layout with three pure refrigerants, a
single mixed-refrigerant unit, and a turbine-based configuration. Significant deviations are found between
all property models, and in all case studies. The main discrepancies are related to the prediction of the
energy flows (up to 7 %) and to the heat exchanger conductances (up to 11 %), and they are not systematic
errors. The results illustrate the superiority of using the GERG-2008 model for designing gas processes
in real applications, with the aim of reducing their energy use. They demonstrate as well that particular
caution should be exercised when extrapolating the results of the conventional thermodynamic models to
the actual conception of the gas liquefaction chain.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background1

Production of liquefied natural gas (LNG) is an energy-intensive process that represents about 4 % of the2

gas energy content. Minimising the energy use of this system has received increasing interest in the design3

procedure [1,2]. Liquefied natural gas is natural gas that has been converted to liquid form, while compressed4

natural gas (CNG) is natural gas in a gaseous state and at high pressure. At typical storage conditions5

(-160 ◦C for LNG and 250 bar for CNG), the energy density of LNG is about 22 MJ per litre, which is about6

2.4 times greater than that of CNG [3]. The higher heating value of LNG and CNG ranges between 52 and7

54 MJ/kg, which is about 3 % lower than that of pure methane, but higher than those of crude oil, coal8

and biomass. These properties make LNG suitable for storage and long-distance transportation, and its use9

in marine applications seems promising in the future, because of the new limits on nitrogen and sulphur10

oxides emissions established by the International Marine Organization (IMO) within the Annex VI of the11

MARPOL treaty [4].12
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The liquefaction process consists of the following steps. Natural gas is received at ambient temperature13

and above atmospheric pressure. It is then precooled, condensed and subcooled down to -160 ◦C, and14

is finally flashed off to the storage conditions. Heat removal in these cryogenic conditions is ensured by15

refrigeration, which implies the need for input power and heat rejection to the ambient conditions. Natural16

gas is a mixture containing light- (methane and ethane), medium- (propane and butane) and heavy-weight17

(pentane and others) hydrocarbons, together with impurities (carbon dioxide, water and nitrogen), which18

are removed upstream. This mixture is zeotropic: at a constant pressure, it condenses along a temperature19

glide and the compositions of the two phases in the vapour-liquid region are never the same.20

1.2. Literature review21

Several refrigeration processes for gas liquefaction have been developed over the last half-century. The22

scientific literature shows a large number of studies on the modelling, analysis and optimisation of gas23

liquefaction systems. Several handbooks, such as the ones of McDermott and Ranney[5] and of Mokhatab24

and Poe[6], as well as the papers of Lim et al.[7] and of Chang[8], present the cycles that have attracted25

most interest up-to-now. As discussed in Venkatarathnam and Timmerhaus[9], they can be subdivided into26

the cascade, mixed refrigerant and expander-based processes. The selection, in practice, of a particular27

process depends on considerations such as the system performance (compression duty), cost (equipment),28

size (heat exchangers), simplicity (item inventory) and safety (working fluid) [10,11]. It is therefore not29

possible to propose a suitable process for all applications, as different fields of application have different30

requirements. For example, mixed-refrigerant and expander-based processes may be preferred for small-31

scale applications [12] because of their lower equipment inventory, while cascade, dual [13] and propane-32

precooled [14,15] mixed-refrigerant systems are preferred for systems where high efficiency is the prime33

criterion. Mixed-refrigerant processes attract a lot of attention because of their high efficiency and their use34

in many industrial applications, but the high number of degrees of freedom when designing such systems35

results in a complex problem. Mortazavi et al.[16] suggest the use of alternative expansion techniques36

to enhance the performance of the C3MR process. Li et al.[17] present an optimisation methodology for37

optimising the design parameters of gas liquefaction processes applicable to hydrogen and methane. Khan38

et al.[18] propose a novel method for selecting the most appropriate refrigerant composition, which is applied39

to a single and propane precooled mixed system. In the same line, Xu et al.[19] suggest a correlation between40

the refrigerant composition and ambient conditions to design more efficient PRICO processes.41

Several papers present a performance comparison of gas liquefaction processes. Remeljej and Hoadley[12]42

assess four LNG processes for small-scale production, suggesting that expander-based and open processes43

are preferable for offshore applications. Cao et al.[20] optimise two simple liquefaction configurations of44

the mixed refrigerant and expander-based categories. Lee et al.[21] propose and compare the integration of45

different single mixed-refrigerant processes for floating LNG plants. Vatani et al.[22] analyse five different46

systems using energy and exergy-based methods.47

The vast majority of these papers, if not all, considers only one thermodynamic model in the simulation48

and optimisation procedure of the LNG system. The annotated bibliography of Austbø et al.[23] shows that49

the equation of state (EOS) of Peng-Robinson (PR) [24] is by far the most widely used thermodynamic50

models in academia and industry, as also indicated by Chen and Mathias[25]. The second most popular is51

the Redlich-Kwong [26] EOS with Soave modifications (SRK) [27]. A few use the Reference Fluid Thermo-52

dynamic and Transport Properties (REFPROP) database developed by the National Institute of Standards53

and Technology (NIST) [28]. It builds on the models developed by the Groupe Européen de Recherches54

Gazières [29], to which other hydrocarbons such as ethylene are added [30]. Even fewer consider equations55

of the virial family such as the Benedict-Webb-Rubin Benedict et al.[31,32] and the Lee-Kesler [33] with56

Plöcker adjustments [34] models. No archival studies on the design of LNG processes based on the ‘Statis-57

tical Association Fluid Theory’ (SAFT) [35,36], such as the models based on the perturbated chain (PC)58

theory, were published prior to 2013.59

The accuracy of these models for deriving natural gas properties has been discussed in the last decades.60

Ting et al.[37] evaluate the ability of the PR and SAFT EOS to predict phase equilibrium for mixtures61

of n-alkanes. They conclude that the PR EOS is surprisingly accurate if the pure component parameters62

were appropriately regressed. The PC-SAFT EOS is recommended if no empirical data is available, but63
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presents deficiencies near the critical region. Martinez and Hall[38] draw similar conclusions, claiming that64

cubic EOS have good predictive ability despite their simplicity. Nasrifar et al.[39] compare 15 cubic EOS65

for predicting natural gas dew points, and show that the Redlich-Kwong family is more accurate for lean66

gases, while the Patel-Teja category is more satisfying for rich ones. Aparicio-Mart́ınez and Hall[40,41,42]67

demonstrate that SAFT equations based on the PC theory describe accurately the phase behaviour of binary68

mixtures commonly found in natural gases. Diamantonis et al.[43] present similar findings but also pinpoint69

that the PC-SAFT, PR and SRK EOS are of comparable accuracy if binary parameters are experimentally70

fitted. The works of Kunz et al.[29],Kunz and Wagner[44] show that the PR EOS is not satisfying enough71

for predicting methane properties, while the GERG model are in excellent agreement with experiments on72

natural gas mixtures. Dauber and Span[45] showed that this model returns results within the experimental73

uncertainties for different natural gas applications (liquefaction and reboiling), which makes this model a74

reference for predicting the thermophysical properties of gas mixtures. Melaaen and Owren[46] analyse how75

inaccuracies in the SRK model propagate using a probabilistic simulation method, but do not compare the76

influence of using different equations of state.77

Few works investigate the relation between the accuracy of thermodynamic models and their influence78

on the design of liquefaction processes. Among them, Dauber and Span[45] focus on the most important79

processes of the LNG chain (liquefaction and transport), comparing the GERG-2008 model of Kunz and80

Wagner[44] to the conventional PR, SRK and LKP EOS. They discuss the uncertainties related to each81

thermodynamic model, taking a simplified subcooling process as example, and conclude that the LKP EOS82

presents the greatest deviation in the calculation of the heat flows. Yuan et al.[47] performs a similar83

comparison, focusing on the same models, and based on the use of the Aspen Plus software. The same84

conclusions are drawn. These two works consider the GERG model as a reference because of the small85

uncertainties for all volumetric and calorific properties, which are within the range of experimental mea-86

surements. This model is at present the most accurate one, and has been validated against real plant data87

of liquefaction plants, such as the Snøhvit one in Norway. At present, it is used by the Groupe Européen88

de Recherches Gazières, which includes large gas companies such as Enagás, Statoil and Gaz de France. It89

is now implemented in software components adhering to the CAPE-OPEN standard, embedded in multiple90

software such as Aspen PLUS and Aspen HYSYS, and is adopted as an ISO standard (ISO 20765-2 and91

ISO 20765-3) for natural gases.92

1.3. Objectives93

Most of the reviewed studies focus either (i) on the prediction of natural gas properties, without evaluating94

the influence of these uncertainties in process design, or (ii) on the design of liquefaction processes, without95

comparing different thermodynamic models. The aim is to address these gaps, by reviewing and using96

methods in chemical engineering and engineering thermodynamics. The novelty of the present paper is97

thus two-sided. On the one hand, a process belonging to each family of liquefaction systems is modelled,98

optimised and compared against the others in terms of energy use, efficiency and size. On the other hand,99

the thermodynamic property packages commonly used in academic and industrial research are compared100

against the new standards, in terms of property prediction and system design. Compared to the previous101

research in that field, this study (i) includes equations of state based on molecular modelling besides cubic,102

virial and fundamental ones, (ii) considers the impact of thermodynamic uncertainties on several types of103

liquefaction processes, and (iii) evaluates how those influence the plant sizing and optimisation.104

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the different thermodynamic105

models and processes under study, along with the simulation and optimisation methods. Section 3 goes106

through the comparison of the different EOS with regards to the prediction of the natural gas properties,107

component sizing and system optimisations. Section 4 discusses the main findings and their significance in108

terms of industrial applications, while Section 5 concludes the present work and suggests possibilities for109

future work.110
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2. Methods111

The present work compares several equations of state, from the prediction of natural gas properties to112

the design of gas liquefaction systems. These thermodynamic models differ in their level of complexity,113

accuracy and level of use, and are, according to the literature [23], widely used in the academia and natural114

gas industry:115

• cubic EOS: Peng-Robinson [24] and Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications [26];116

• virial EOS: Benedict-Webb-Rubin [31,32] with Starling modifications [48] and Lee-Kesler [33] with117

Plöcker adjustments [34];118

• fundamental EOS based on either chemical modelling (‘Statistical Association Fluid Theory’ [35,36],119

assuming perturbed chains [49]), or on reference correlations and empirical fitting [29,44].120

This study is conducted based on the average composition of the natural gas from the Danish grid in121

2014 after removal of carbon dioxide and heavy hydrocarbons, which gives an approximate composition of122

90.30 % methane, 6.02 % ethane, 2.43 % propane, 0.37 % i-butane, 0.57 % n-butane and 0.31 % nitrogen on123

a molar basis.124

2.1. Thermodynamic models125

Thermodynamic models aim to predict the thermophysical properties of a given substance, as well as the
phase equilibra of a specific mixture. They are used in computer-aided tools to design adequately separation
processes and chemical systems. They have various ranges of application (temperature, pressure, chemical
components), although they may be extrapolated at the expense of higher inaccuracies. The most well-
known thermodynamic models are the equations of state. They have, at first, been formulated under the
form p(υ, T ), where p is the absolute pressure, υ the molar volume and T the temperature. They may as
well be given as a function of the compressibility factor Z(υ, T ):

Z ≡ pυ

RT
(1)

2.1.1. Cubic equations of state126

Classical models for hydrocarbon mixtures are cubic equations of state, because they are applicable
over large ranges of temperature and pressure, are generally consistent around the critical point, and are
computationally-efficient. The term cubic means that the volume term is of the 1st, 2nd or 3rd order
(Table A.4). The p(υ, T ) relation can be formulated, following the approach of Michelsen and Mollerup[50],
as:

p =
RT

υ − b
− a(T )

(υ + δ1b+ δ3c) (υ + δ2b+ δ4c)
(2)

where R is the ideal gas constant, equal to 8.314472 J·mol−1·K−1; a is an attraction-related parameter,127

expressed as a function of the temperature; b is a volume-related parameter, expressed as a function of the128

size of the molecules; c is a volume-translation parameter, suggested by Péneloux et al.[51] to reproduce the129

molar volume of boiling liquid at normal pressure; δ1, δ2, δ3 and δ4 are empirical constants specific to each130

equation. Cubic equations of state can be applied to mixtures by applying mixing rules to the calculations131

of the attraction- and volume-related terms, as well as of the critical pressure and temperatures.132

The principal models are the Redlich-Kwong [26] with Soave modifications [27] and Peng-Robinson [24]133

EOS. They differ in the expression of the attraction- and volume-related parameters, and the exact differences134

are presented in details in Appendix A. The PR-EOS is generally claimed to be more reliable than the SRK-135

EOS for estimation of the liquid densities, but performs worse for the modelling of polar systems, and other136

methods may be preferred for higher accuracy [44].137

Cubic EOS present numerous advantages such as their simplicity and satisfying prediction of the vapour-138

liquid equilibrium over large ranges of temperature and pressure, but present as well several shortcomings.139
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Firstly, the calculations of thermophysical properties are not accurate enough over the whole operating range140

of temperatures and pressures encountered in LNG applications. This is especially the case for methane,141

where the deviation in density values reaches up to 5 % below 30 MPa, compared to the reference EOS142

of Setzmann and Wagner[52]. Secondly, as suggested in Trebble and Bishnoi[53], cubic EOS have high143

inaccuracies when predicting phase equilibria of gas mixtures containing polar components such as water144

and glycol. The original formulation of cubic models is often customized when applid in simulation software145

to improve the prediction of few thermophysical properties. The modifications considered in this work are146

the use of the Rackett equation [54] for the prediction of the molar liquid volume in the Peng and Robinson147

model, and the implementation of a co-volume parameter as in the approach of Péneloux and Rauzy [51] in148

the Redlich and Kwong equations.149

2.1.2. Virial equations of state150

Equations of state of the virial family have also been of interest for modelling hydrocarbon systems.
They find their origin in statistical mechanics, based on the knowledge of quantities on molecular level, and
they are expressed as a power series of the molar volume:

p =
RT

υ

(
1 +

B(T )

υ
+
C(T )

υ2
+ . . .

)
(3)

where the slope parameters are called the virial coefficients, B(T ) being the second virial coefficient, C(T )151

the third one, etc. They account for interaction potential between particles and therefore for deviations from152

the ideal gas law, and they are only dependent on temperatures for pure components. These parameters153

are usually derived empirically for a selected number of chemical components, and the first main equation154

of the virial family that is applied to gas modelling is the Benedict-Webb-Rubin [31,32] with Starling155

adjustments [48].156

It led to the development of supposedly more accurate models that include a higher number of fitting157

parameters, such as the Lee-Kesler (LK) equation of state [33]. The latter was adapted further to mixtures158

by Plöcker et al.[34] into the so-called Lee-Kesler-Plöcker (LKP) model. Compared to the conventional159

cubic equations of state, the LKP-EOS may be more accurate for the prediction of liquid volumes of some160

hydrocarbon mixtures. The exact differences between both models are presented in details in Appendix B.161

Virial equations may be used for mixtures: specific mixing rules apply to the calculations of the virial and162

empirical factors for the BWRS EOS, while they are apply to the derivations of the critical properties and163

compressibility factor for the LKP EOS.164

In general, virial equations are usually accurate for predicting the enthalpy and entropy of hydrocar-165

bons [55]. However, they are applicable for a more limited range of temperatures and pressures, and are166

more suited for gases with light components.167

2.1.3. Molecular-based equations of state168

Cubic equations of state build on the hypothesis that molecules are spherical and do not associate, which169

makes them unsuitable for predicting the phase equilibria of mixtures with site-site effects such as hydrogen170

bonding. Other equations of state are based on a more detailed study of molecular interactions, such as171

associative effects, although their level of complexity is higher. They consider the effects of hydrogen bonding172

between like- (self-association) and unlike- (cross-association) molecules and the corresponding models are173

divided in three categories: lattice, chemical and perturbation [56].174

Perturbation theories build on statistical mechanics for deriving molecular models and for calculating the175

total energy of hydrogen bonding. They are based on the formalism of Wertheim[57,58,59] where systems176

are modelled as a repulsive core and multiple interaction sites that enable the formation of chains and closed177

rings. In other words, molecular interactions can be divided into a repulsive part, which is calculated by178

taking a reference fluid in which no attractions are present, and a contribution due to attraction effects,179

which are considered as a perturbation to that reference.180

The ‘Statistical Association Fluid Theory’ (SAFT) [35,36] builds on the following considerations. A
molecule (i) contains chain and association sites, (ii) is represented as equal-sized hard spheres, (iii) is
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subject to attractive forces with other molecules (dispersive potential such as Lennard-Jones), (iv) presents
chain sites, which enable the formation of chain molecules, (v) displays association sites, which enable the
formation of association complexes by hydrogen bonding. SAFT equations build on derivations from the
residual Helmholtz free energy ar, which is expressed in a reduced form αr as:

αr ≡ ar(T, ρ)

RT
= αseg + αchain + αassoc (4)

where αseg is the free Helmholtz energy of the segment, consisting of the hard-sphere reference and dispersion181

terms, which represents segment-segment interactions, αchain the contribution from chain formation and182

αassoc the contribution from association effects. These terms are dependent of three molecule characteristics:183

the number of segments m, the temperature-independent segment diameter σ, which is related to the184

molecule size, and the depth of pair potential ε, which is related to the segment energy, parameters. Two185

additional parameters are considered if the component is self-associating: the volume εAB and energy κAB
186

of association.187

The most widely used SAFT equation of state for hydrocarbon modelling is called PC-SAFT [49,60],
where PC stands for ‘Perturbated Chain’. At the difference of other SAFT variants, molecules are seen as
chains of jointed spherical segments with association sites and polar groups. The reference fluid is taken
as a hard-sphere chain to which the perturbation theory of Barker and Henderson[61,62] is applied. For
non-associating components [60], the residual Helmholtz free energy consists of the hard-chain reference
contribution ahc to which a chain dispersion term adisp is added:

αr = αhc + αdisp (5)

A more thorough overview of the equations behind the derivation of the PC-SAFT model is presented in188

details in Appendix C. Few studies compare SAFT and cubic EOS, with sometimes contradictory results,189

with Diamantonis et al.[43] suggesting that the PC-SAFT equation is generally more accurate, at the190

opposite of Alfradique and Castier[63].191

2.1.4. Empirical multiparameter equations of state192

Despite these improvements, the development of gas processing systems has resulted in an increasing
demand for a high accuracy in the prediction of the properties of natural gas mixtures. Standard equations
of state may present too high inaccuracies (e.g. greater than 1 % for the prediction of enthalpy differences)
and may not be applicable for all types of mixtures encountered in gas processing. Empirical multiparameter
equations of state have been developed with the purpose of addressing these shortcomings. Examples of
such models for pure substances are the reference equations of state. They describe, in a single equation,
all experimental thermodynamic property data available, within their experimental uncertainty. They are
usually explicit in terms of the Helmholtz free energy a, expressed in a reduced form α. It includes a first
part that describes the behaviour of the hypothetical ideal gas at given values of temperature and density,
and with a second part that describes the residual behaviour of the real fluid at the same conditions:

α(T, ρ) ≡ a(T, ρ)

RT
= αo(T, ρ) + αr(T, ρ) (6)

where the ideal gas part αo is often based on experimental or spectroscopic data, and the residual part αr193

is estimated and corrected empirically.194

In the case of mixtures, the dimensionless Helmholtz free energy of a mixture is derived based on a195

multifluid approximation. The models use fundamental equations of state for each mixture component,196

along with further equations to account for the residual mixture behaviour. The advantage of this approach197

is the accurate calculation of the pure component contributions to the residual Helmholtz free energy, while198

the main drawback is the use of the same mixing rule to the whole equation of state.199

The ideal gas and residual contributions to the Helmholtz free energy are therefore given as a function
of the vector of molar fractions x besides the temperature and density:

α(T, ρ, x) ≡ a(T, ρ, x)

RT
= αo(T, ρ, x) + αr(T, ρ, x) (7)
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It is more conveniently reformulated with the inverse reduced temperature and reduced density of the
complete mixture, as is particularly advantageous if the critical temperatures and densities of the mixture
components are significantly different. The reduced Helmholtz free energy is then formulated as:

α(τ, δ, x) ≡ a(T, ρ, x)

RT
= αo(τ, δ, x) + αr(τ, δ, x) (8)

where τ and δ are defined as:

τ ≡ Tr
T

and δ ≡ ρ

ρr
(9)

with Tr and ρr are the composition-dependent reducing functions for the mixture temperature and density,
given by:

ρr ≡ ρr(x) and Tr ≡ Tr(x) (10)

At present, the most accurate model for natural gas components was developed by the Groupe Européen de200

Recherches Gazières (GERG). It covers 18 components (methane, ethane, propane, n-alkanes with a carbon201

number up to 7, i-alkanes with a carbon number of 4 and 5, hydrogen, oxygen, carbon oxides, helium,202

hydrogen, nitrogen and argon) in the 2004-version [29], and 21 in the 2008-version [44] (addition of n-203

nonane, n-decane and hydrogen sulphide, based on the reference model of Lemmon and Span[64]). It builds204

on the use of reference equations of state for each component that have been developed in the last decades,205

which are mentioned in Appendix D. The GERG model is at present the most accurate model for natural206

gas mixtures, as the predicted values for all thermophysical properties are in the range of experimental207

uncertainties.208

2.2. Process models209

LNG systems can be grouped into three classifications based on the type of liquefaction process [65]:210

cascade, mixed-refrigerant and expander-based, although cascade and expander-based processes may use211

refrigerant mixtures as working fluids. Three processes are evaluated in the present work: (i) the cascade212

process, with propane, ethylene and methane in three separate cycles; (ii) the single-stage mixed-refrigerant213

process, without precooling and without phase separators, and (iii) the reverse Brayton cycle, with nitrogen214

as working fluid.215

In a conventional cascade process (Figure 1), the natural gas feed is precooled, liquefied and subcooled216

using three pure refrigerants: propane, ethylene and methane. Each refrigerant is evaporated at between217

one to four pressure levels, meaning that the refrigeration effects are provided at three to twelve constant218

temperature levels in the resulting number of heat exchangers. The temperature approach between the219

hot and cold streams reaches its minimum at the cold end of each heat exchanger. Cascade systems are220

mature, simple, and widely used, but a high performance can be achieved only with a high number of heat221

exchangers, which makes such systems unsuitable for small-scale applications.222

In a typical mixed-refrigerant process (Figure 2), the natural gas temperature is decreased using one223

(single mixed, SMR) to two (dual mixed, DMR) refrigerants, of which at least one is a zeotropic mixture. In224

practice, when evaporating, the most volatile components (e.g. methane and nitrogen) boil off first and the225

least volatile ones (e.g. propane and butane) boil off last, and the composition, temperature and pressure of226

the refrigerant mixture are adjusted to possibly minimise the temperature approach in the heat exchangers.227

Mixed-refrigerant systems are easily adaptable to different feed conditions and have the potential for reaching228

a high performance with fewer components. Several configurations are widely used, but they may not be229

suitable for offshore applications, where flammability and motion issues are of concern.230

Finally, an expander-based process builds on a reverse-Brayton cycle (Figure 3), implying that the work-231

ing fluid (e.g. nitrogen or methane) temperature is decreased by use of one to several turbo-expanders.232

The working fluid does not change phase, with the exception of some recent systems where a mixture of233

methane and nitrogen is employed. The thermodynamic efficiency of these cycles is generally lower than of234

typical cascade and mixed-refrigerant processes. However, these cycles are simple, inherently safe, present a235

satisfying dynamic behaviour and are adequate for small-scale and offshore applications. At the difference236
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Figure 1: Process flowsheet of the cascade process with pure refrigerants.
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Figure 2: Process flowsheet of the single-stage mixed-refrigerant process.
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Figure 3: Process flowsheet of the single-stage reverse Brayton process.

of mixed-refrigerant cycles where the cooling effect is generated by throttling effect, expander-based cycles237

use compression and expansion turbomachines.238

The models are developed with Aspen Plus version 7.2 [66] with the following assumptions. The natural239

gas feed enters the liquefaction process at a temperature of 20 ◦C and a pressure of 32 bar. It is cooled240

from the ambient temperature to -162 ◦C and is then flashed to atmospheric conditions for storage. As the241

off-gases from the flash expansion represent less than 0.1 vol-% of the total feed, they are neither re-liquefied242

nor used for precooling the feed. The pressure drops in all heat exchangers are zero, heat losses to the243
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environment are neglected, the polytropic efficiency of the compressors is set to 72 %, and the isentropic244

efficiency of the turbines is set to 80 %.245

2.3. Process evaluation246

Based on the first law of thermodynamics, the energy balance for all liquefaction processes reads as:

ṁNG∆hNG = Q̇cond − Ẇcomp + Ẇturb (11)

where ṁNG is the mass flow rate of the natural gas feed, h the specific enthalpy, Q̇cond the heat rejected to247

the environment through the condenser(s), Ẇcomp the work input to the compressor(s) and Ẇturb the work248

output from the turbine(s).249

Based on the second law of thermodynamics, the entropy balance is expressed as:

ṁNG∆sNG + Ṡgen =
Q̇cond

T0
(12)

where s stands for the specific entropy, Ṡgen the entropy generation rate, which quantifies the deviation of
the process from a reversible behaviour, and T0 the environmental temperature. The entropy generation is
always positive since every system is irreversible in essence. The minimum work required to perform the
liquefaction process is deduced from the previous equations and is given by:

Ẇmin = ṁNG

(
∆hNG −∆sNG

)
(13)

The following performance indicators can therefore be defined for gas liquefaction systems:250

• the specific power consumption, which expresses the amount of power consumed to produce one unit
of liquefied gas;

wLNG ≡
Ẇ

ṁLNG
(14)

• the coefficient of performance, which expresses the cooling effect produced for the given power con-
sumption;

COP ≡ |Q̇C|
Ẇ

=
ṁNG|∆hNG|

Ẇ
(15)

• the figure of merit (FOM), also called second-law efficiency ε, which quantifies the ratio of the minimum
work required for liquefaction to the actual work consumed in the process.

ε ≡ Ẇmin

Ẇ
=
ṁNG(∆hNG − T0∆sNG)

Ẇ
(16)

2.4. Optimisation problem251

Optimising LNG systems is essential for proposing a design that is technically feasible, with suitable252

configuration and operating conditions. The main focus is on the evaluation of the impact of different ther-253

modynamic models on the optimisation results. The discrepancies in terms of temperature, heat capacity,254

and density result in different estimations of the cooling and power demands, and in different predictions of255

the compressor and heat exchanger sizes. The design parameters, or, in other words, the decision variables256

in the optimisation problem, correspond to the refrigerant flowrates, pressures and composition. The lower257

and upper bounds for each decision variable are set based on the available literature and are adapted to the258

simulations (Table 1 for the cascade process, Table 2 for the mixed-refrigerant process, and Table 3 for the259

reverse Brayton cycle).260

The optimisation problem is defined in relation to the following objectives:261

• maximising the system performance (i.e. high figure of merit and small specific power consumption);262
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Table 1: Decision variables for the optimisation of the cascade process

Parameter Variable Unit Range

Precooling temperature T2
◦C [-40,-25]

Liquefaction temperature T3
◦C [-100,-90]

Propane high-pressure p11 bar [5,35]
Propane low-pressure p8 bar [0.5,5]
Propane flow rate ṁC3H8

kg/kgNG [0,240]
Ethylene high-pressure p17 bar [10,40]
Ethylene low-pressure p15 bar [0.5,2.5]
Ethylene flow rate ṁC2H4 kg/kgNG [0,420]
Methane high-pressure p24 bar [15,45]
Methane low-pressure p22 bar [0.5,2.5]
Methane flow rate ṁCH4

kg/kgNG [0,660]

Table 2: Decision variables for the optimisation of the single mixed-refrigerant process

Parameter Variable Unit Range

Methane flow rate ṁCH4
kg/kgNG [0.4,1.1]

Ethane flow rate ṁC2H6
kg/kgNG [0.9,2.4]

Propane flow rate ṁC3H8 kg/kgNG [0,2.2]
n-butane flow rate ṁn−C4H10 kg/kgNG [0,1.2]
i-butane flow rate ṁi−C4H10

kg/kgNG [0,1.2]
n-pentane flow rate ṁn−C5H12

kg/kgNG [0,1.5]
i-pentane flow rate ṁi−C5H12

kg/kgNG [0,1.5]
Nitrogen flow rate ṁN2 kg/kgNG [0,1.2]
High-pressure level p10 bar [10,40]
Low-pressure level p8 bar [1,9]

Table 3: Decision variables for the optimisation of the reverse Brayton cycle

Parameter Variable Unit Range

Nitrogen flow rate ṁN2
kg/kgNG [4,15]

High-pressure level p13 bar [60,130]
Low-pressure level p9 bar [1,15]
Precooling temperature T8

◦C [-50,-30]
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• minimising the heat exchanger size (small values of the overall heat transfer - area product UA).263

These objectives are actually conflicting: for example, a smaller gap between the temperature-heat profiles of264

the heat source and sink gives smaller power consumption, but results in turn in larger heat exchangers [67].265

This problem can be addressed by performing two types of optimisations: single-objective optimisations266

(SOO) on e.g. the minimisation of the power consumption are conducted to make a preliminary comparison267

of different thermodynamic models, and multi-objective optimisations (MOO) are then performed to assess268

the trade-offs between objectives that are identified as conflicting, e.g. system performance and heat ex-269

changer size. These trade-offs are then displayed as a Pareto border [68], where any better-off with respect270

to one objective results in a worse-off in relation to another one.271

The optimisation problem is also subject to several practical constraints:272

• the minimum temperature difference (∆T ) allowable between the hot and cold streams along the gas273

liquefaction path is 3 ◦C, to avoid too large heat exchangers and ensure that the solution is robust274

enough against process disturbances;275

• a minimum vapour fraction of 93 % is required after expansion in the turbines, based on analogy with276

steam turbines, to prevent blade erosion caused by liquid formation;277

• a minimum vapour fraction of 99 % is required at the inlet of the compressors, to avoid liquid droplets278

in the compression process;279

• the streams exiting each heat exchanger are in thermal equilibrium with the ones present on the same280

side;281

• no sub-atmospheric conditions are considered in the mixed-refrigerant and expansion-based processes282

to minimise the risks of leakage.283

These constraints are highly non-linear and are handled by transforming the problem into an uncon-284

strained one, including penalty functions.285

The optimisation results can be analysed by studying the dependencies among the decision variables
and optimisation objectives. A possibility is to characterise the relations between two variables x and y by
performing a statistical assessment and calculating the correlation coefficients of Pearson r:

rx,y =

n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√
n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2
n∑
i=1

(yi − ȳ)2

(17)

This work considers partial correlation coefficients: they are derived from multivariate regressions by de-
scribing the relation between the variables x and y, while the influence of all other decision variables z is
eliminated.

rx,y·z =
rx,y − rx,zry,z√

(1− r2x,z)(1− r2y,z)
(18)

These coefficients express the statistical relationship between the decision variable of interest and the ob-286

jective function in datasets containing n values. A value of 1 means a perfect positive correlation, a value287

of -1 means a perfect negative one, while a value of 0 means that there is no linear relation.288

3. Results289

3.1. Natural gas properties290

3.1.1. Thermophysical properties291

Densities. Cubic EOS are generally considered of poor qualities for predicting liquid densities, especially for292

saturated ones (Figure 4). For a pressure of 32 bar, which is the considered feed pressure in this work, the293
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most inaccurate equation of state of the cubic family is the Soave-Redlich-Kwong model, with a deviation294

of± (0.2-5) %, while it is the Benedict-Webb-Rubin with Starling adjustments equation in the virial category,295

with a deviation of± (0.003-7) %. The calculation of the saturated liquid densities shows similar trends, with296

a deviation of± (0.3-4) % and± (0.05-1) % for the SRK and BWRS models.
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(a) Isobaric liquid densities (p= 32 bar)
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Figure 4: Percentage deviations of predicted liquid densities ρ for a six-component natural gas, calculated with (i) the cubic
equations of state of Peng and Robinson (PR) and of Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications (SRK), (ii) the virial equations
of Lee-Kesler-Plöcker (LKP) and of Benedict-Webb-Rubin with Starling adjustments (BWRS), (iii) the Statistical Associating
Fluid Theory with perturbated chain (PC-SAFT), compared to the wide-range multi-parameter model of the Groupe Européen
de Recherches Gazières, with the 2008 updates (GERG-2008).

297

Heat capacities. The computation of the specific heat capacities in isobaric conditions, for the gas phase,298

shows an excellent agreement for all equations of state (Figure 5), ranging from (0.03-0.4) % for the Benedict-299

Webb-Rubin-Starling model to (0.1-2) % for the Peng-Robinson model. However, virial and cubic equations300

perform poorly for the predictions of caloric properties in liquid conditions, with a deviation of up to 8.3,301

13, 8.1 and 8.6 % for the PR, SRK, LKP and BWRS EOS, which suggests that the virial ones are slightly302

superior. These deviations exceed significantly the experimental uncertainties, which are within± 1-2 %,303

while the results returned by the GERG-2008 model are within± 1 %.
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(a) Specific heat capacity (gas)
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Figure 5: Percentage deviations of predicted heat capacities cp for a six-component natural gas, calculated with (i) the cubic
equations of state of Peng and Robinson (PR) and of Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications (SRK), (ii) the virial equations
of Lee-Kesler-Plöcker (LKP) and of Benedict-Webb-Rubin with Starling adjustments (BWRS), (iii) the Statistical Associating
Fluid Theory with perturbated chain (PC-SAFT), compared to the wide-range multi-parameter model of the Groupe Européen
de Recherches Gazières, with the 2008 updates (GERG-2008).

304

3.1.2. Vapour-liquid equilibria305

Phase envelope. The accurate description of the phase envelope of the natural gas mixture (Figure 6) is306

essential for designing any separation process and for designing the heat exchangers. According to Kunz307
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Figure 6: Vapour-liquid phase envelope of a six-component natural gas calculated with (i) the cubic equations of state of
Peng and Robinson (PR) and of Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications (SRK), (ii) the virial equations of Lee-Kesler-Plöcker
(LKP) and of Benedict-Webb-Rubin with Starling adjustments (BWRS), (iii) the Statistical Associating Fluid Theory with
perturbated chain (PC-SAFT), and (iv) the wide-range multi-parameter model of the Groupe Européen de Recherches Gazières,
with the 2008 updates (GERG-2008).

and Wagner[44], experimental measurements of the pTxy relations of natural gas are scarce, but the GERG308

equations of state predict the bubble- and dew-point pressures within± (1-2) % for the main natural gas309

components. These uncertainties are within the experimental uncertainty of the measurements for the tested310

binary mixtures, and all results are compared to those of the GERG-2008 EOS, which is taken as reference.311

An excellent agreement between all equations of state, corresponding to a deviation smaller than 0.1 ◦C, is312

found for the calculation of the bubble point up to a pressure of 55 bar and for the dew point up to a pressure313

of 15 bar. On the contrary, significant discrepancies between the virial equations of state and the others314

are depicted around the critical point. Cubic, ‘SAFT’ and fundamental EOS are of comparable accuracy,315

although the PC-SAFT EOS performs slightly better in the prediction of the dew point. A difference of up316

to 2 ◦C is found for a pressure of 32 bar, with the largest deviation for the BWRS EOS.317

In the case of the vapour fractions, the calculated percentage deviations from the GERG-2008 EOS318

(Figure 7) are the greatest for cubic EOS and the lowest for the Lee-Kesler-Plöcker model around the319

bubble point. However, these deviations are significantly lower for cubic EOS above -80 ◦C, which deviate
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Figure 7: Percentage deviations of predicted molar vapour fraction x for a six-component natural gas, calculated with (i) the
cubic equations of state of Peng and Robinson (PR) and of Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications (SRK), (ii) the virial
equations of Lee-Kesler-Plöcker (LKP) and of Benedict-Webb-Rubin with Starling adjustments (BWRS), (iii) the Statistical
Associating Fluid Theory with perturbated chain (PC-SAFT), compared to the wide-range multi-parameter model of the
Groupe Européen de Recherches Gazières, with the 2008 updates (GERG-2008).

320

from the reference EOS by± (0.03-0.5) % (Peng-Robinson), while the virial EOS deviate by less than± 1 %321
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only over a very limited range of temperatures.322

Phase composition. According to Kunz and Wagner[44], the computation of the vapour-phase composition323

with the GERG EOS returns a difference with experimental results within± (0.005-0.02) mole fraction,324

which is still within the uncertainty range of the measurements. The deviation plots for the six compo-325

nents (Figure 8) present in the studied natural gas show that the smallest deviations are found for light326

hydrocarbons and nitrogen, whilst the greatest are found for butanes.
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(b) Ethane in vapour phase
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(c) Propane in vapour phase
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(d) Nitrogen in vapour phase
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(e) n-butane in vapour phase
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(f) i-butane in vapour phase
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Figure 8: Percentage deviations of predicted vapour flows of methane ṅCH4
, ethane ṅC2H6

, propane ṅC3H8
and nitrogen

ṅN2
, for a six-component natural gas, calculated with (i) the cubic equations of state of Peng and Robinson (PR) and of

Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications (SRK), (ii) the virial equations of Lee-Kesler-Plöcker (LKP) and of Benedict-Webb-
Rubin with Starling adjustments (BWRS), (iii) the Statistical Associating Fluid Theory with perturbated chain (PC-SAFT),
compared to the wide-range multi-parameter model of the Groupe Européen de Recherches Gazières, with the 2008 updates
(GERG-2008).

327

Deviations are the highest near the bubble point, exceeding 3 % for cubic equations and 5 % for virial328

ones in the case of methane, and by more than 15 % for i-butane. The Benedict-Webb-Rubin-Starling model329
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appears to be the most inaccurate one, while the Soave-Redlich-Kwong equation is the least accurate cubic330

model. These findings confirm the trends observed in the literature, where it is stated that these two EOS331

are mostly adapted to light hydrocarbons.332

3.2. System simulation333

A baseline case was set up for each process type (cascade, mixed-refrigerant, expander-based) based on334

a preliminary optimisation of each process, aiming to minimise the net power consumption of the system.335

They were conducted using the Peng-Robinson equation of state, as this is the most widely used model at336

present. The results obtained for each model are compared against the GERG multiparameter model, since337

it presents the smallest uncertainty in terms of thermophysical properties. All simulations were run for a338

normalised flow of natural gas of 1 kg/s. As mentioned in Section 1 and in Dauber and Span[45], the GERG339

model is currently the most accurate one: the prediction of volumetric and calorific properties falls within340

the range of experimental uncertainties, while the simulations of material and energy flowrates are judged341

close enough to industrial and applied applications.342

3.2.1. Cascade process343

The baseline case for the cascade process considers three heat exchangers in which the natural gas is344

liquefied. The pinch points are likely found at the hot or cold end of the heat exchangers, as the refrigerants345

are pure substances and evaporate therefore at constant temperature levels. The aim is to investigate346

the differences between each equation of state (Figure 9), in terms of predicted flow rates, heat flows and347

power consumption, based on the same temperature approach. The baseline case builds on these figures.348

The high-level pressures are fixed to 8.5 bar for propane (p11), 16.7 bar for ethylene (p17), and 31.9 bar for349

methane (p24). The flow rate and low-pressure level of each refrigerant are calculated to satisfy a minimum350

temperature approach of 3 ◦C.351
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Figure 9: Percentage deviations of predicted heat and power flows for the cascade process, calculated with (i) the cubic
equations of state of Peng and Robinson (PR) and of Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications (SRK), (ii) the virial equations
of Lee-Kesler-Plöcker (LKP) and of Benedict-Webb-Rubin with Starling adjustments (BWRS), (iii) the Statistical Associating
Fluid Theory with perturbated chain (PC-SAFT), compared to the wide-range multi-parameter model of the Groupe Européen
de Recherches Gazières, with the 2008 updates (GERG-2008).

The deviations exceed ± 1 % in the case of the Redlich-Kwong equation with Soave adjustments, which352

is beyond the uncertainty range of the GERG model, claimed to be of± (0.5-1) %. These discrepancies353

are marked for all cubic and virial equations of state, in the cases of the (i) heat exchanged in the third354

heat exchanger (natural gas subcooling), and (ii) the power consumption of the third refrigeration cycle355

(methane). The perturbated chain model is satisfactory in all cases. These findings highlight the poor356

quality of cubic models for deriving the heat capacities of hydrocarbons in liquid state, as well as of virial357

ones for predicting caloric properties. The SRK-EOS presents marked differences in the calculations of the358

refrigerant flow rates, as they range from 2.5 % for propane to 11 % for methane. The estimations of the359

heat exchanger conductances are not satisfactory either, since the deviations reach up to 11 % for the SRK360
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model. These inconsistencies are also observed for virial models, although to an extent of only 6 %. The361

PC-SAFT model presents the smallest divergences, which are comprised in the uncertainty range of the362

GERG model.363

3.2.2. Mixed-refrigerant process364

At the opposite of a conventional cascade system, the pinch point is generally not found at the cold365

or hot end of each heat exchanger, but within it. The approach used in this comparison is different than366

the one used for studying the cascade process. The differences between each property model are evaluated367

(Figure 10), in terms of predicted minimum temperature difference, heat and power flows, based on the same368

total flow rate of refrigerant. The baseline case for the mixed-refrigerant process is based on the following369

refrigerant composition, on a molar basis: 29.5 % methane, 33.6 % ethane, 0.4 % propane, 24.7 % butanes,370

3.3 % pentanes and 8.5 % nitrogen. The high- (p10) and low-pressure (p8) levels are fixed to 25.6 bar and371

1.8 bar.372
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Figure 10: Percentage deviations of predicted heat and power flows for the single mixed-refrigerant process, calculated with
(i) the cubic equations of state of Peng and Robinson (PR) and of Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications (SRK), (ii) the
virial equation of Lee-Kesler-Plöcker (LKP), (iii) the Statistical Associating Fluid Theory with perturbated chain (PC-SAFT),
compared to the wide-range multi-parameter model of the Groupe Européen de Recherches Gazières, with the 2008 updates
(GERG-2008).

The maximum deviations exceed± 5 %, in the case of the Redlich-Kwong model with Soave modifications.373

These deviations exceed the uncertainty range of the GERG model, claimed to be of± (0.5-1) %. The virial374

model of Benedict-Webb-Rubin with Starling adjustments is not applicable in this case, as, in the contrary of375

all other models, predicts a negative Joule-Thomson coefficient for this mixture, at these conditions. In other376

words, this model suggests that the refrigerant expansion through the valve results in a higher temperature377

at the outlet, which is exactly the opposite trend than the one observed in practice. The greatest deviations378

on the heat exchanged in the liquefaction process are found for cubic equations of state, with a maximum379

value of 5.3 % for the SRK model. The LKP virial equation presents the smallest deviation, with a value380

of 1.4 %. The predictions of the power consumption are satisfactory in all cases: the discrepancy with the381

GERG model is below 1 % and is therefore in its uncertainty range. The difference between these models382

is marked for the heat exchanger conductance and exceeds 5 % in all cases. The expected value is about383

450 kW/K, and the PR, SRK and PC-SAFT models give estimations of 480, 500 and 550 kW/K, meaning384

that using these models would result into an oversizing of the heat exchangers. Finally, the predictions of385

the pinch point differ significantly in the SRK and PC-SAFT equations. The GERG model suggests that the386

point with the minimum temperature difference is located in the heat exchanger, with a difference of 3.3 ◦C387

between the hot and cold streams. The statistical model predicts a pinch point located at the cold end of388

the heat exchanger, with a difference of 1.9 ◦C. This discrepancy is related to an inaccurate estimation of the389

temperature after the Joule-Thomson expansion, which impacts the representation of the temperature-heat390

profiles.391
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3.2.3. Expander-based process392

Unlike a conventional cascade system, the pinch point is generally not found at the cold or hot end of393

each heat exchanger, but within it. The approach used in this comparison is different than the one used394

for studying the cascade process, and similar to the one applied for analysing the mixed-refrigerant process.395

The differences between each property model are evaluated (Figure 11), in terms of predicted minimum396

temperature difference, heat and power flows, based on the same total flow rate of refrigerant. The baseline397

case for the expander-based process builds on the following values: a nitrogen flow rate of 0.258 kmol/kg398

of natural gas, a high-pressure level (p13) of 78.7 bar, a low-pressure level (p9) of 2.76 bar and a precooling399

temperature (T8) of -42.6 ◦C.400
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Figure 11: Percentage deviations of predicted heat and power flows for the reverse Brayton cycle, calculated with (i) the cubic
equations of state of Peng and Robinson (PR) and of Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications (SRK), (ii) the virial equations
of Lee-Kesler-Plöcker (LKP) and of Benedict-Webb-Rubin with Starling adjustments (BWRS), (iii) the Statistical Associating
Fluid Theory with perturbated chain (PC-SAFT), compared to the wide-range multi-parameter model of the Groupe Européen
de Recherches Gazières, with the 2008 updates (GERG-2008).

The greatest deviation is found for the cubic equation of Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications,401

followed by the virial equation of Lee-Kesler and Plöcker. It corresponds to the heat flow within the second402

(liquefaction-subcooling) heat exchanger. These deviations are due to the inaccuracies of these models in the403

description of the vapour-liquid equilibrium and in the derivation of the caloric properties in liquid phase.404

On the contrary, the deviations observed for the first heat exchanger are less significant. This confirms the405

previous findings, where it was observed that all equations of state were satisfactory for predicting caloric406

properties in vapour conditions. The smallest uncertainties for the prediction of the power consumption of407

each turbomachinery equipment are found for the virial equations, and the highest are found for the Peng408

and Robinson model. The findings suggest that the perturbated-chain model is actually the most accurate409

for calculating the plant efficiency.410

However, all these models are unsatisfactory when it comes to the calculations of the overall conduc-411

tances of the heat exchangers. In other words, the temperature-heat profiles for these models are not412

accurate enough for designing adequately thermal equipments and estimating their heat transfer areas. For413

the first heat exchanger, the SRK model presents a deviation of about 28 %, followed by the LKP model414

with a discrepancy of about 20 %. These figures are smaller for the second heat exchanger, although they415

exceed± 5 % for all property models. The PC-SAFT model is the least inaccurate one with an overall devi-416

ation of about 4 %. The prediction of the minimum temperature differences within the heat exchangers is417

as well not accurate in most cases. The GERG model predicts temperature approaches of about 6.0 ◦C and418

3.0 ◦C, while the PR model predicts values of about 6.8 ◦C and 4.2 ◦C.419

3.3. System optimisation420

3.3.1. Thermodynamic optimisation421

Cascade. The optimal operating conditions for the cascade process correspond to: (i) high-pressure levels422

of 8-9 bar, 16-19 bar, and 30-32 bar for the propane, ethylene and methane cycles, and (ii) precooling and423
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liquefaction temperatures of -38 ◦C and -100 ◦C. These findings are similar for the six equations of state424

investigated in this work. However, the value of the power required in the optimum cascade process differs425

from one model to another. It ranges from 1550 kJ/kg with the equation of Benedict-Webb-Rubin with426

Starling modifications to 1700 kJ/kg with the model of Redlich-Kwong with Soave adjustments, which427

corresponds to a COP of 0.5 to 0.55, and a FOM of 28 % to 31 %. There exist strong correlations between the428

net power consumption and the high-pressure levels of the propane and methane cycles, as suggested with the429

values of the Pearson’s and partial coefficients above 0.9. The interdependencies with other decision variables430

are less marked, which is illustrated by Pearson’s coefficients smaller than± 0.2 with all thermodynamic431

models.432

Mixed-refrigerant. The minimum power consumption for the mixed-refrigerant process is approximately433

1500 kJ/kg, and this threshold is similar for all equations of state. This figure is equivalent to a COP of434

about 56 % and a FOM of 32 %. However, an analysis of the process conditions shows differences between435

the RKS equation on one side, and the PR and PC-SAFT ones on the other side. The first model suggests436

that there is only one set of optimal conditions: a refrigerant composition of about 24-27 % CH4, 34-37 %437

C2H6, 4-7 % C3H8 and 11-13 % N2, a high-pressure level of 27 bar and a low-pressure level of 1.9 bar. On the438

contrary, the latter models indicate that there are two sets of optimal conditions. The first one corresponds439

to a refrigerant composition of 22-23 % CH4, 37-39 % C2H6, 5-6 % C3H8 and 11-12 % N2, for a high-pressure440

level of 14 bar and a low-pressure level of 1.6 bar. The second one corresponds to a refrigerant composition441

of 31-32 % CH4, 31-32 % C2H6, 7-8 % C3H8 and 11-12 % N2, for a high-pressure level of 32 bar and a low-442

pressure level of 2.9 bar. The statistical analysis pinpoints strong correlations between the propane, n-butane,443

i-pentane, nitrogen flow rates and the power consumption, since both the Pearson’s and partial correlation444

coefficients exceed± 0.9. However, the cubic and statistical models are in disagreement with respect to the445

ethane content. The first models suggest no direct linear correlation with the power consumption, while the446

latter describe the opposite trend.447

Expander-based. The minimum power consumption for the expander-based process is about 3300 kJ/kg.448

This limit is identical for all thermodynamic models and is equivalent to a COP of 0.25 and a FOM of449

15 %. However, significant discrepancies exist between all models in terms of optimal operating conditions.450

The GERG multiparameter model suggests that the lowest power consumption is achieved for a precooling451

temperature as low as possible, near -60 ◦C, and for a nitrogen flow rate as small as 0.19 kmol/kgNG. On452

the contrary, cubic and virial equations suggest that a precooling temperature in the range of -40 to -30 ◦C453

and a flowrate of about 0.24 kmol/kgNG are optimum. The correlation coefficients are smaller than± 0.2 for454

all variables, with the exception of the precooling temperature, which presents a strong negative correlation455

with the power consumption.456

3.3.2. Multi-objective optimisation457

A multi-objective optimisation was performed to assess the possibilities to minimise the conductance of458

the heat exchanger network and the total power consumption. The Pareto frontiers (Figure 12) clearly show459

these trade-off for all processes, and they indicate that the cascade and mixed-refrigerant processes display460

the highest thermodynamic performance. The expander-based process is characterised by the smallest values461

of heat exchanger conductances, as a result of larger temperature gaps between the hot and cold streams in462

the cryogenic heat exchangers.463

The comparison of the Pareto frontiers indicates significant discrepancies among thermodynamic models,464

especially for the cascade process. For example, a total conductance of 300 kW/K corresponds to a net465

power consumption of 1580 kW in the model of Benedict-Webb-Rubin with Starling modifications, while466

it is equivalent to a value of 1740 kW in the model of Redlich-Kwong with Soave adjustments. These467

findings illustrate how different derivations of the caloric properties and vapour-liquid equilibrium result in468

inconsistent designs and optimisations of gas liquefaction processes. A system layout suggested with one469

thermodynamic model may be discarded with another one because of different values of (i) the temperature470

approach in the heat exchangers, or of (ii) the vapour fraction of the refrigerants at the compressors inlets.471

Moreover, these results indicate that it is not possible to state whether one model would systematically472
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Figure 12: Trade-off between the power consumption and heat network conductance (UA)

underestimate the performance of a given process. For example, the SRK model predicts higher power473

consumption than the PR equation for the cascade and reverse Brayton processes, but lower for the single474

mixed-refrigerant system.475

3.3.3. System comparison476

Despite the significant differences in terms of power consumption and conductances, the same trends477

are found for all case studies and equations of state. The single mixed-refrigerant process presents the478

smallest power consumption, which is associated with the highest heat exchanger conductance, whilst the479

opposite conclusion is found for the reverse Brayton cycle. The cascade process is characterised by the best480

compromise between the heat exchanger size and the cycle efficiency. These findings confirm the results481

presented in the literature, where it is stated that cascade and mixed-refrigerant processes are superior482

in terms of thermodynamic performance. In addition, they also demonstrate that the cascade process483

requires less heat exchanger surface area, and thus smaller heat exchangers, because of the wide temperature484

differences compared to the single mixed-refrigerant process.485

4. Discussion486

4.1. Prediction of natural gas properties487

Cubic equations of state are still widely used because of their simple structure and the high number488

of possible customizations, which makes them suitable to various technical applications. However, several489
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recent works such as the one of Kunz and Wagner[44] underline their inherent limitations in the description of490

liquid densities, as the deviation goes up to 15 %. The implementation of the volume-translation parameter491

of Péneloux et al.[51] and of the equation of Rackett[54] in industrial process software has improved markedly492

the calculations of liquid densities and molar volumes, as the present work suggests. However, the ‘volume-493

shifting’ corrections are applicable to a restricted range of the liquid phase and are not sufficient for achieving494

deviations smaller than experimental uncertainties, as discussed in the work of Kunz and Wagner[44] in the495

reference cases of Haynes[69].496

Virial equations of state were applicable, in their original form, only to the gas phase, but became usable497

for deriving the properties of liquid phases with further works. As mentioned in Dimian[55], the extended498

correlations of Benedict-Webb-Rubin and of Lee-Kesler-Plöcker are considered accurate for predicting phase499

properties. They are still used for the simulation of gas liquefaction processes, as shown in the bibliography500

of Austbø et al.[23]. However, it is suggested that the results may be unsatisfactory for mixtures, because of501

the differences in magnitude between the equation parameters of different pure fluids [70]. The present work502

indicates that virial equations of state may be less accurate than cubic ones for predicting caloric properties503

and densities. It is confirmed by the research of Nasrifar and Bolland[71], as higher deviations are found504

for the equation of Benedict-Webb-Rubin than those of Peng and Robinson, for isobaric heat capacities.505

Similar findings are drawn in the work of Yuan et al.[47], who do not recommend the use of the correlation506

of Lee-Kesler and Plöcker for predicting vapour-liquid equilibrium.507

Statistical models based on the perturbated chain theory have not been widely compared to cubic equa-508

tions of state for hydrocarbon mixtures. The present work suggests that the calculation of saturated liquid509

densities seems less accurate, while the prediction of the vapour-liquid equilibrium and caloric properties510

is more in line with the multiparameter GERG model. These findings are in agreement with the study511

of Diamantonis et al.[43], where the authors claim that the PC-SAFT model is more accurate than cubic512

ones if no binary parameters are implemented. However, in general, all these models return unsatisfactory513

results with regards to the demand for high accuracy of the new hydrocarbon models.514

4.2. Simulation and optimisation of natural gas processes515

These model inconsistencies when predicting natural gas properties impact significantly the simulation516

and optimisation of gas liquefaction processes. The poor representation of the caloric properties results in517

large deviations of the predicted heat flows, which are far above the ± 0.5-1 % of experimental uncertainties.518

The greatest discrepancies are found for heat exchangers where subcooling of natural gas takes place, because519

of the inaccurate calculations of the isobaric heat capacities of liquid hydrocarbons. The work of Dauber520

and Span[45] also highlights these high uncertainties for the models of Peng and Robinson, Lee-Kesler521

and Plöcker, and Redlich-Kwong and Soave compared to actual practical data, taken from the Snøhvit522

liquefaction plant and the Tuscany regasification terminal. These correlation inaccuracies also affect the523

derivation of optimal operating conditions, which is problematic when designing a complete liquefaction524

process. The present work shows that different models may lead to large differences in the prediction of the525

minimum temperature difference within a heat exchanger, and of the power consumption of a refrigerant526

cycle.527

4.3. Practical implications528

Liquefied natural gas is at present the main alternative to conventional supplies of gas through pipelines,529

and major new suppliers currently emerge, reshaping local and global gas markets. In the whole LNG530

chain, from the extraction of gas to its end-use, the natural gas liquefaction is the most costly process with531

significant investment and operating costs. The former is associated with the sizes of the heat exchangers and532

compressors, which are assessed in this work by the heat exchanger conductance UA and power consumption533

Ẇ . The latter is related to the efficiency of the gas liquefaction process, as lower efficiency results in greater534

fuel costs.535

Accurate modelling of the complete system, from the temperature profiles within the cryogenic heat536

exchanger to the overall power consumption, is essential in real-case applications. As emphasised by Dauber537

and Span[45], these discrepancies between thermodynamic models should not be disregarded. They can538
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cause inappropriate component designs, and ultimately economic losses, since small improvements in terms539

of power consumption, as calculated in this work, can affect significantly the thermodynamic and economic540

performance of the LNG system.541

A main issue is that these deviations are not systematic: no generic conclusion can be drawn whether542

using a given model would always result into an over- or downsizing of the heat exchangers and compressors.543

However, as shown with the statistical assessments, the six thermodynamic models depict the same relation-544

ships between the changes in operating conditions and the subsequent variations of the system efficiency.545

Cubic, virial and perturbated-chain models may therefore be used to compare qualitatively gas liquefaction546

systems and suggest possible improvements, but may not be used for designing components and predicting547

the performance of gas liquefaction processes if high accuracy is desired.548

5. Conclusion549

The design of gas liquefaction facilities requires an ad-hoc evaluation of their performance based on550

the selection of a thermodynamic property model. The GERG-2008 model is currently the most accurate551

one: it represents all the thermophysical properties of natural gas mixtures under the range of experimental552

uncertainties. However, equations of state of the cubic, virial and ‘molecular-based’ families are well-known553

and have been used widely in the oil and gas industry, as well as in the academia. The present work compares554

these models systematically in three steps, by applying them to the (i) calculation of natural gas properties,555

(ii) design and (iii) optimisation of three liquefaction plants (cascade, mixed-refrigerant and expander-based).556

Large deviations are observed for the prediction of the vapour-liquid equilibrium, liquid densities and heat557

capacities of the natural gas mixtures. These discrepancies have a significant impact on the simulation of558

liquefaction processes in terms of predicted energy flows and temperature approaches. These inconsistencies559

may mislead process engineers and decision-makers when building and evaluating these cryogenic systems.560

The present research supports therefore the recent works in the field of natural gas modelling, which state561

that cubic, virial, and molecular-based equations of state are not accurate enough. Future work in the field562

of gas liquefaction optimisation should preferably build on the use of the GERG model, despite its higher563

mathematical complexity and greater computational requirements.564
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Appendix A. Cubic equations of state568

The principal models used in the oil and gas industry and academia are the Peng and Robinson [24]569

and Redlich-Kwong with Soave modifications [26] equations of state. They differ in the derivation of the570

attraction- and volume-related parameters (Table A.4).571

Table A.4: Parameters in cubic equations of state.

Attraction-related Volume-related δ1 δ2

VDW a b 0 0
SRK a

T
1
2

a b 1 0

PR a(T )b b 1 +
√

2 1−
√

2

a Inclusion of a temperature-dependent term
b General temperature-dependency

They are extended to mixtures by using mixing rules, which build on a one-fluid approach, assuming
that the mixture behaves as a pure component. These rules use direct relationships for estimating molecular
pair interactions (conformal mixing rules), such as the van der Waals rule, include functions of density or
of the excess free energy, such as the rule of Wong and Sandler [72]. For hydrocarbon systems, the most
common mixing rules are of the first type, and the attraction- and volume-related parameters are written
as follows:

a =
∑
i

∑
j

xixjaij , aij = (1− kij)
√

(aiiajj) (A.1)

b =
∑

xibi (A.2)

where kij are binary interaction parameters accounting for mixture non-idealities, which are determined572

empirically or by correlations.573

Appendix B. Virial equations of state574

Virial equations of state include virial parameters, whose values may be adjusted to reproduce exper-
imental data, as illustrated with the equation of Benedict et al.[31,32] (BWR), which has eight empirical
parameters (A0, B0, C0, a, b, c, α and γ):

p =
RT

υ
+

(
B0RT −A0 −

C0

T 2

)(
1

υ

)2

+(bRT − a)

(
1

υ

)3

+αa

(
1

υ

)6

+
c
(
1
υ

)3
T 2

(
1 + γ

(
1

υ

)2
)

exp

(
−γ
(

1

υ

)2
)

(B.1)
The number of parameters increased (the additional ones being D0, E0, d) in the work of Starling[48], and
the resulting equation of state is named BWRS:

p =
RT

υ
+
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B0RT −A0 −
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+
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) (B.2)

For both equations, every parameter must be determined empirically for each single component, which limits575

its applicability.576

More accurate models include the Lee-Kesler (LK) equation of state [33], expanded afterward to mixtures
by Plöcker et al.[34] into the so-called Lee-Kesler-Plöcker (LKP) model. The latter model can be expressed
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following the approach of Pitzer[73],Pitzer et al.[74] as a linear function of the acentric factor ω and of the
compressibility factors of a so-called simple (0) fluid (argon, krypton and methane), and a reference (r) one
(n-octane):

Z = Z(0) +
ω

ω(r)

(
−Z(0) + Z(r)

)
(B.3)

The compressibility factors for the simple and reference fluids are expressed and derived as a function of the
BWR form, as proposed in the work of Lee and Kesler[33]:

Z = 1 +
B

Vr
+

C

Vr
2 +

D

Vr
5 +

c4

Tr
3Vr

2

(
β +

γ

Vr
2

)
exp

(
− γ

Vr
2

)
(B.4)

where the non-empirical terms pr and Tr are defined as the reduced pressure and temperature, in relation
to the critical properties pc and Tc, and Vr is defined as a function of the fluid volume V :

Tr =
T

Tc
and pr =

p

pc
and Vr =

pcV

RTc
(B.5)

Virial coefficients, when derived for mixtures, become function of temperature and composition. For ex-
ample, the second virial coefficient B, which describes molecular pair interactions, is rigorously derived
as [75]:

B(T, x) =
∑
i

∑
j

xixjBij(T ) (B.6)

where the virial coefficient is Bii for a pure component i and Bij for an unlike pair. The pure-component577

and cross-coefficient parameters are derived by empirical fitting, and the latter is expressed as a function578

of binary interaction parameters, as in cubic equations of state. The corresponding values for alkanes are579

given in the works of Tsonopoulos and Heidman[76].580

Appendix C. ‘SAFT’ equations of state581

The equation of state of the ‘Statistical Association Fluid Theory’ (SAFT) with perturbated chain (PC)
builds on a decomposition of the residual Helmholtz free energy into two main contributions, if the fluid
is non-associative: the hard-chain reference part and the chain dispersion term. The hard-chain reference
contribution is given by:

αhc = mαhs −
∑
i

xi(mi − 1) ln ghsii (σii) (C.1)

where m is the mean segment number in the mixture:

m =
∑
i

ximi (C.2)

The hard-sphere fluid Helmholtz free energy is given on a per-segment basis by the equation of Carnahan
and Starling[77]:

αhs =
1

ζ0

[
3ζ1ζ2

(1− ζ3)
+

ζ32
ζ3(1− ζ3)2

+

(
ζ32
ζ23
− ζ0

)
ln(1− ζ3)

]
(C.3)

where the radial distribution function of the hard-sphere fluid, which indicates the probability density for
finding a hard-sphere belonging to the jth molecule at a distance d from a hard sphere belonging to the ith
molecule, is deduced from the expressions of Boubĺık[78] and Mansoori et al.[79]:

ghsij =
1

(1− ζ3)
+

(
didj
di + dj

)
3ζ2

(1− ζ3)2
+

(
didj
di + dj

)2
2ζ2

(1− ζ3)3
(C.4)
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where ζn is the partial volume fraction defined by:

ζn =
π

6
ρ

N∑
i=1

ximid
m
i , n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} (C.5)

where di is the temperature-dependent segment diameter given by the equation of Chen and Kreglewski[80]:

di = σi

[
1− 0.12 exp

(
−3

εi
kT

)]
(C.6)

where k is the Boltzmann constant.582

The dispersion contribution is written as a sum of first- and second-order terms following the perturbation
theory of Barker and Henderson[61,62]:

αdisp = −2πρI1(η,m)m2εσ3 − πρmC1I2(η,m)m2ε2σ3 (C.7)

where C1 is a function of the compressibility and reduced density:

C1 =

(
1 +m

8η − 2η2

(1− η)4
+ (1−m)

20η − 27η2 + 12η3 − 2η4[
(1− η)(2− η)

]2
)−1

(C.8)

and η is the packing fraction:

η =
π

6

Nσ3

V
(C.9)

with N the number of particles.583

The terms m2εσ3 and m2ε2σ3 stand for intermolecular segment-segment interactions between chains:

m2εσ3 =
∑
i

∑
j

XiXjmimj

( εij
kT

)
σ3
ij (C.10)

m2εσ3 =
∑
i

∑
j

XiXjmimj

( εij
kT

)2
σ3
ij (C.11)

where the PC-SAFT parameters for pairs of unlike systems (σij , εij) are derived by conventional combining
rules as:

σij =
1

2
(σi + σj) (C.12)

εij =
√
εiεj(1− kij) (C.13)

and the integrals of the perturbation theory are power series in density:

I1(η,m) =

6∑
i=0

ai(m)ηi (C.14)

I2(η,m) =

6∑
i=0

bi(m)ηi (C.15)

where the coefficients ai and bi depend on the chain length, using the relation proposed by Liu and Hu[81]:

ai(m) = a0i +
m− 1

m
a1i +

m− 1

m

m− 2

m
a2i (C.16)

bi(m) = b0i +
m− 1

m
b1i +

m− 1

m

m− 2

m
b2i (C.17)

The parameters of the radial distribution function of the hard chain are then adjusted to the pure-component584

properties (Table C.5). The PC-SAFT EOS is well-suited to model phase equilibria and calculate bulk585

properties of hydrocarbon mixtures, and gives more accurate results with respect to empirical measurements.586
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Table C.5: Pure-component parameters of the PC-SAFT equation of state [49,60].

CH4 C2H4 C2H6 C3H8 n-C4H10 i-C4H10 n-C5H12 i-C5H12 N2

m 1 1.593 1.6069 2.002 2.3316 2.2616 2.6896 2.5620 1.2053
ε/k (K) 150.03 176.5 191.42 208.11 222.88 216.53 231.2 231.2 90.96
σ (Å) 3.7039 3.445 3.5206 3.6184 3.7086 3.7584 3.7729 3.8296 3.313

Appendix D. Reference equations of state587

At present, empirical multiparameter equations of state have been developed for reaching a level of
accuracy within the uncertainty range of empirical measurements. They are usually explicit in the Helmholtz
free energy, most often expressed in a reduced form. It includes two contributions: a part related to an
hypothetical ideal gas behaviour, and a residual part associated with the real fluid behaviour. The common
form for the reduced Helmholtz energy of the ideal gas can be expressed as:

α0(τ, δ) = c0 ln(τ) + cIτ + cII +

Ipol∑
i=1

ciτ
ti +

KPE∑
k=1

mk ln(1− exp(−ϑkτ)) + ln δ (D.1)

where the constants cI and cII are integration constants related to the definition of the zero states of caloric588

properties.589

The residual contribution can be formulated as a sum of polynomial and exponential terms, where the
exponents ck, dk and tk are parameters determined by empirical fitting and structural optimisation:

αr(τ, δ) =

KPol∑
k=1

nkδ
dkτ tk +

KPol,i+KGERG,i∑
k=KPol,i+1

nkδ
dkτ tk exp(−δck) (D.2)

The recent research in the field of thermodynamic models for LNG applications has been directed towards590

the development of fundamental equations for methane, ethane, nitrogen and carbon dioxide (Table D.6),591

since they are the main components of natural gas and usually represent more than 90 % in volume, and592

afterward in the development of wide-range equations of state for natural gas.593

The contribution for the ideal-gas mixture αo is written as a sum of the contributions for the ideal-gas
αooi of each i-th component among N substances, with xi the corresponding molar fraction:

αo(τ, δ, x) =

N∑
i=1

xi (αooi(τ, δ) + lnxi) (D.3)

For the GERG equations of state, the dimensionless form of the reduced Helmholtz free energy αooi for a
given component i in the ideal-gas state is given by:

αooi(τ, δ) = ln δ+
R∗

R

[
nooi,1+nooi,2τ+nooi,2 ln τ+

∑
k=4,6

nooi,k ln
(
| sinh

(
ϑooi,kτ

)
|
)
−
∑
k=5,7

nooi,k ln
(
cosh

(
ϑooi,kτ

)) ]
(D.4)

where the coefficients noi,k and ϑ are determined by empirical fitting and are presented in Kunz and594

Wagner[44], while R∗ is the molar gas constant used in the work of Jaeschke and Schley[89], equal to595

8.314510 J·mol−1·K−1.596

Similarly, the residual part αr is written as a function of the residual parts αroi of each individual597

substance and of a departure function ∆αr, which accounts for the mixture properties (reduced density,598

inverse reduced temperature and composition):599

αr(τ, δ, x) =

N∑
i=1

xiα
r
oi(τ, δ) + ∆αr(τ, σ, x) (D.5)
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Table D.6: Selected examples of reference equations of state explicit in the Helmholtz free energy for substances usually present
in natural gas (light and medium-weight hydrocarbons with impurities). The equations of state marked with the symbol † are
the ones used in the wide-range multi-parameter model of the Groupe Européen de Recherches Gazières, with the 2004 and
2008 updates.

Pure substance Reference Range of validity Number of terms
Temperature (K) Pressure (MPa)
Tmin Tmax pmax

Methane Setzmann and Wagner[52] 93 625 1000 40

Klimeck[82]† 90 623 300 24
Ethane Bücker and Wagner[83] 673 900 44

Klimeck[82]† 90 623 300 24

Propane Span and Wagner[84]† 85 623 100 12
Lemmon and Span[64] 650 1000 18

n-Butane Span and Wagner[84]† 134 693 70 12
Bücker and Wagner[85] 573 69 25

i-butane Span and Wagner[84]† 113 573 35 12
Bücker and Wagner[85] 573 35 25

Water Wagner and Pruβ[86] 1273 1000 56

Kunz et al.[29]† 273 1273 100 16

Nitrogen Klimeck[82]† 63 700 300 24
Span et al.[87] 36

Carbon dioxide Klimeck[82]† 216 900 300 22
Span and Wagner[88] 1100 800 42

The departure function may also be expressed as a function of empirical factors such that the residual
part is given by:

αr(τ, δ, x) =

N∑
i=1

xiα
r
oi(τ, δ) +

N−1∑
i=1

N∑
j=i+1

xixjFijα
r
ij(δ, τ) (D.6)

This function is necessary to improve the accuracy of the mixture model in cases where parameter fitting of
the reducing functions is not sufficiently accurate to model the residual mixture behaviour. It was originally
developed by [90] for specific mixtures but the formulation was generalised and adapted by [91]. The function
αrij,k depends only on the mixture reduced properties and is given by:

αrij,k = nij,kδ
dij,kτ tij,k exp

[
− ηij,k (δ − εij,k)

2 − βij,k (δγij,k)

]
(D.7)

where the exponents dij,k, tij,k, ηij,k, βij,k and γij,k are derived by empirical fitting and are presented600

in Kunz and Wagner[44].601

The equations of state of the GERG-2008 model are not valid for alkenes but have been expanded for602

the main ones, such as ethylene and propylene, in the REFPROP program version 9.1 [28].603

Nomenclature604

A0 Empirical parameter605

B Second virial coefficient606

B0 Empirical parameter607

C Third virial coefficient608

C0 Empirical parameter609

D0 Empirical parameter610

E0 Empirical parameter611

K Number of terms612

N Number of substances613

R Ideal gas constant, J·mol−1·K−1
614

R∗ Obsolete ideal gas constant, J·mol−1·K−1
615

T Temperature, K or ◦C616
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Tc Critical temperature, K or ◦C617

Tr Reduced temperature618

V Volume, m3
619

Z Compressibility factor620

x Molar composition (vector of molar fractions)621

a Attraction-related parameter622

a Empirical parameter623

a Molar Helmholtz free energy624

b Empirical parameter625

b Volume-related parameter626

c Empirical parameter627

c Volume-translation parameter628

cp Isobaric heat capacity, J·mol−1·K−1
629

d Empirical parameter630

i ith component631

n Empirical parameter632

p Pressure, Pa633

pc Critical pressure, bar634

pr Reduced pressure635

t Empirical parameter636

x Molar fraction637

Abbreviations638

BWR Benedict, Webb and Rubin639

BWRS Benedict, Webb, Rubin and Starling640

COP Coefficient of Performance641

EOS Equation of State642

FOM Figure of Merit643

LK Lee and Kesler644

LKP Lee, Kesler and Plöcker645

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas646

MINLP Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming647

NG Natural Gas648

PC Perturbated Chain649

PR Peng-Robinson650

SAFT Statistical Association Fluid Theory651

SRK Soave-Redlich-Kwong652

Greek letters653

α Empirical parameter654

α Reduced Helmholtz free energy655

∆α Departure function for the reduced molar656

Helmholtz free energy657

∆ Deviation658

δ Empirical constant(s)659

δ Reduced density660

η Energy efficiency661

γ Empirical parameter662

ω Acentric factor663

τ Inverse reduced temperature664

υ Molar volume, m3·mol−1
665

ϑ Empirical parameter666

Superscripts667

o Ideal-gas state668

r Residual contribution669

Subscripts670

o Property of the pure substance671

r Reducing property672
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